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New Lit Societies Formed
Sinclair Will Head New Plan Includes All Women Students;
New Film Society; Four Societies Will Be Organized
Six Shows Planned By Committee From Existing Groups

Hillel Installation
To Be Held Friday
At Temple Emanuel
Dr. Abram Leon Sachar, president
of Brandeis University, will be the
principal speaker of the evening at
the formal installation of the newly
organized Rice Institute Chapter of
Hillel. The ceremony, which will be
held at Temple Emanu El, Sunset
Blvd., Friday, February 17, at 8:00
PM, culminates several months of
planning by student members and
fulfills the earnest efforts and hopes
of many years of Houston B'nai
B'rith members and Rice Menorah
Society alumni.
Dr. Sachar
The members of the new Hillel
group have extended an emphatic
invitation to all Rice students and
books and has contributed articles
faculties and families to attend the
to both the New Republic and The
ceremonies and inspect the interior
Saturday Review of Literature.
of Temple Emanu El.
The ceremony tomorrow night,
which will officially initiate Hillel
Hillel, which is the college branch into the brotherhood of Rice religof B'nai B'rith, now exists on one ious organizations, is one which Hilhundred eighty-three college cam- lel members hope will reflect their
jttpuses throughout the United States. enthusiastic plans for the future.
* The aims of B'nai B'rith, and thus Our own eminent Dr. Houston will
of Hillel, are designed to enrich the welcome the new Hillel chapter to
individual Jewish student and benthe Rice campus; and Jim Butler,
efit the college campus or communpresident of the Rice Religious
ity at large. These aims are furtherCouncil, and Harry Wishnow, presed through a fourfold program: reident of the University of Houston
ligious association, cultural, social,
Hillel chapter, will welcome the new
and interfaith activities. On the Rice
campus, Hillel was preceded by the Rice group into the fold of Rice
well-established Menorah Society, religious organizations and the Hillel family respectively. Larry Katz,
which supported similar aims.
president of the new chapter will
Dr. Sachar is a fitting speaker for respond on behalf of the club. Jack
the occasion, having been only re- Lapin will serve as master of cerecently installed himself as the first monies at the installation.
president of Brandeis University,
the first Jewish-sponsored univerThe Engineering society will
sity in the United States, in 1948.
give an all-school beer brawl at
Dr. Sachar, national director of
Spring Branch Gun Club SaturHillel Foundation until 1947, has
lectured extensively and appeared on day, February 18, $1.00 couple or
many forums and town halls in the stag. Maps will be posted on
United States and Canada and was bulletin boards showing the locaa former news analyst for NBC. tion. "All the beer you can drink."
He is also the author of several

leach Will Deliver
Lecture Here Sunday
Dr. Henry Goddard Leach, well-known as the "Friend of
Scandinavia," will deliver an address at Rice at 4:00 PM Sunday, February 19. Dr. Leach will speak in the Lecture Lounge
of the Fondren Library on the subject, of "Scandinavian vs.
American Democracy."
Lifelong interest in t h e Scan- the Scandinavian countries develop

dinavian countries w a s first be y° nd a11 d r e a m s - F r o m h i s e x t e n *
i • T-*
„ sive travels in the Norse countries,
aroused in Dr. TLeach as a boy t h e r e h a T e W n b o r n t h r e e ^
when he became interested in skimg. His intense interest in the sport
primarily aroused deep admiration
for the Scandinavian performers in
that field. Later he became the foremoat scholar in the field of Scandinavian civi iza on.
Prom 1926 to 1947 he was President of the American Scandinavian Foundation, whose quarterly
he now edits. The former position
was held' without pay but the more
intangible returns have meant much
to him. He has seen an exchange
program of the students and scholars between the United States and
•A
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cmmtrlea and h a s the Bnu,ual ho„.
o r ^ w e a r j n g the famous gold ring
0 f Uppsala in Sweden, indicative of
its honorary degree which he received at the 305th anniversary of
the University.
For 18 years Dr. Leach was editor
of The Forum and Century magazine, whose circulation increased
from 2,000 to 100,000 under his
leadership.

Ralph Sinclair was elected president of the Rice Film Society at
the first organizational meeting held
in Fondren Lecture Lounge Tuesday, Tebruary 14 Helen Chillman
was e l e c t e d secretary-treasurer
while Joseph Pequigney and Bruce
Wallace were elected to the executive board in charge of selecting
films to be shown. The officers will
meet to select another member to
the executive board.
Approximately six evenings of
1G mm films will be shown during
the spring semester, at a total cost
of $2.00 to each member. At present the society contains 150 members but if the membership reaches
300 two showings of each evening
of films will be given; also, it will
be possible to show more films.
The membership is open to Rice
students, graduates, and friends. All
interested should sign in the Music
Room with Helen Chillman.
0

I Immunization Service
| Offered To Students
Beginning February 20 and extending to April 21, immunization
for typhoid, tetanus, and smallpox
will be given at the Student Health
Service in West Hall. Students desiring Smallpox vaccination are requested to report during the month
of March. This service is included
in the annual Health Service fee
paid by all students.
To facilitate the work of the
Health Service, students are asked
to report for their 'shots' between
the hours of 9-11 a.m. and 1-2:30
p.m., any day of the week except
Saturday and Sunday.

ROTC Now Offers
N

5VlCommissions

The United States Navy is now
offering through its Reserve Officer Candidate program an opportunity for college students to obtain
commissions in the US Naval Reserve. The program 'is open to both
men and women students and will
not interfere with the candidate's
course of study.
Application forms, and information may be obtained from the Naval
Reserve Training Center (JU-7069)
or from the Inspector, US Naval
Reserve, 4415 Bernard Street. Applications must be submitted by
March 1, 1950.

Five New Students
I"*

11

M. I I * 1

Enroll at Mid-Term
Five new students, four freshmen
and one graduate student registered
at the beginning of the Spring semester.
Henry Delaware from New Orleans, is a graduate student in English from the University of Missouri.
The other four students, freshmen
and English majors, are James McNeil, Pasadena; Sammy Ward, Laredo; -Hugh Wilson, Port Arthijf;
and Jackie Taylor, Baytown.

by Betty Rose Dowden
Four new literary societies, initiated by the four existing
societies, are now being formed, so that each girl at Rice who
has satisfactory academic standing, will Have the opportunity
of belonging to a small group in our college community. All
women candidates for a degree, including graduate students,
will be eligible for membership,
and associate membership will
be extended to short-term stu-

Mardi Gras Dance
during their stay at Rice.
Tonite at Coliseum dents
The growth of the literary socieAs a last fling before the Lenten
season opens, Saint Thomas University will celebrate tonight at the
Coliseum. Presiding as honorary
king and queen over the Houston
Mardi Gras will be Pat O'Brien and
Ann Blyth. The elected queen from
Saint Thomas is Lynn Manley and
Henry Grover president of the student council, will escort Anne Blyth.
Rice honorees for the Mardi Gras
are Pat Amsler, Gloria Castello, and
Marie Zapalac. The honorees will Le
dressed as holidays of the year. Pat
Amsler will represent Christmas.
Red and green will predominate in
her costume and she will wear an
ornamented headdress.
Gloria Castello will be dressed as
the first day of winter. Her costume
will be white. Marie Zapalac, going
as Washington's Birthday, will be
dressed in blue.
The honorary king and queen, the
queen, and her court, consisting of
the honorees from the different colleges will be at the south end of the
Coliseum. Carmen Cavallero and his
orchestra will play at the north end
of the building.
..The first event of the evening will
be the Coronation. Following that,
the king and queen will lead the
Grand March, and then the dancing
will start. In the middle of the eve(Continued on Page 6)
0

ties has been gradual since the
opening of the Rice Institute in
1912. The Elizabeth Baldwin Literary Society was first established
in 1913. In 1919 the ELBS felt the
need for participation of more students, so seven members of their
society became charter members of
the Pallas Athene Litez*ary in order
to assist the new group with its
organizational procedures. The Owen Wister Literary Society was
formed in October, 1924 with the
assistance of three members of the
EBLS and three of the PALS. Not
until April, 1947 was the fourth literary society formed. At that time
the Sarah Lane Literary Society
was organized under a provision that
any group of ten or more students
who could show the need for a new
organization could make application
to the Student Council and the Student Activities Committee.
There will be a meeting of all
girls interested in the new literary societies at 12:15 Saturday in
the F. L. Music Room.
«'•

Since the four existing societies
include only half of the women students enrolled at Rice, the present
literary societies plan to assist as
needed in organizing four new
groups if there is a demand for that
many. If there is not, the number
of the new societies will be adjusted
to fit the number of requests.* The1
members of the advisory Committee
are: Kathy "Alcorn and Carolyn
Douglas of the ELBS, Alice York
and Ruey Kunzman of the PALS,
Eugenia Harris and Ruey Boone of
Two free tickets to the Sophomore the OWLS, and Lee Mary Parker
Class dance will be awarded to and Nancy Boothe of the SLLS.
(Continued on Page 5)
some student as the prize for winning the "Name the Dance" con0
—
test, which is being sponsored this
week by members of the class to
find an appropriately exciting title
for the affair.
Scheduled for March 17 at the
Crystal Ball Room, the dance will
possibly be highlighted by the return of the Soph president, dependAll students who are interested in
ing on how successful the freshmen working on the news staff of tho
are in carrying out the annual ab- Thresher are invited to attend a
duction.
short meeting in 108 Anderson Hall,
Boxes for contest entries have
Tuesday, Feb. 21, at 1:00. Several
been placed in the Student Lounge
and in the Chemistry Building. En- new positions as special reporters
tries will be dated as they are pick- will be assigned for this semester,
ed each day, so that in case of dup- and anyone who would like to write
licate names, the first entered will will be considered for the assignbe the winner. All kinds of sugges- ments.
tions for a possible theme will be
In addition to these students, each
considered, and they will be judged campus organization is requested to
according to originality and interest send a representative to the meetto the students. The winner will be ing, so that arrangements can be
announced Thursday, February 23. made for complete coverage of all
All studets are eligible to enter.
club activities.

"Name The Dance"
Contest Sponsored
By Sophomores

Thesher To Hold
Special Staff Meeting

\'
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Lits
A s the banner headline on the front page of this issue announced,
Mrs. Dowden has made a sweeping change in the sororities of the
Rice Institute.

The new plan is well thought out, and was developed

with careful consideration for everyone.

But it w o r t suit everyone.

N o girl invited to join one of the new societies has the right to
refuse.

She is being called upon to help destroy the diseased pseudo-

aristocratic environment, which, unhealthy in itself, has infected most
girls who have come in contact with it, and will continue to do so
until wiped out.

This may sound a little starry-eyed, but I think the

girls owe a strong debt to the future, in that they are being presented
with an opportunity the consequences of which will be far-reaching
and continuous.
By far the greatest number of the girls are cooperating fully.
And this cooperation is not only necessary at present, but will become
increasingly more so as the novices encounter the problems which
all organizations face in their initial phases

Most of the members

of the old lits are perfectly willing to welcome and guide the new
societies.

They must not let this attitude die down to the typical

Rice apathy, nor must the neophytes become too proud or overconfident to apply to the more experienced girls for advice based
upon experience.

The value of cooperation from all hands cannot

be overstressed.
The aristocratic principle
stronger than his fellows.
It
military might in Greece to birth
century France.
In the U S ,
aristocracy of wealth to that of
education.

began with the first man who was
has existed on various levels, from
regardless of degeneracy in eighteenth
we are currently passing from the
education, more particularly scientific

There is another type of aristocracy which consists in nothing
but a personification of one of the original attributes of aristocracy
by birth. TTyit is, early in history, it became apparent that the main
part of an aristocracy is exclusiveness; if all men were aristocrats, no
man would be an aristocrat—see what I mean? Anyway, the
Literary Societies of Rice Institute have long been dedicated to the
principle that it is a good thing to belong to something that only
not everyone can belong to.
While I hope that this attitude is not widespread, it will be met
in the organizations of the new societies, possibly and most dangerously
iir the very girls who will be the founders of the new ones. They will
be a little in awe of the old aristocracy, not being part of it. This
is a wrong attitude first in that the aristocracy of Rice Institute has no
valid ground. There are no aristocrats at Rice, either through education or birth, and those who assume the trappings of superiority are
as pitiable as a red-painted dog.
Most of all, the charter members of the new sororities must not
feel inferior in being left out of the old ones. They were not included
for the reason outlined above: that someone had to be omitted
to retain the exclusive air which is the only basis for the aristocratic
principle here.
I hank God that not all of the lit-girls are subscribers to the
aristocratic principle, or the new system wouldn't stand a chance.
Most of the girls are honest and genuine and entered into the lits in
order to gain the positive, healthy benefits of comradeship and the
feeling of belonging.
ITie new system will change none of this, so
no conscientious girl fcan object to it on valid principles. But the
" O l d G u a r d " there, must be met and overcome. This can be done
by the whole-hearted cooperation of all of the more scrupulous girls,
whether in or out of lits at present.

THRESHER

Words &
The Laughing Maniac . .
By Emmett McGeever
Music
By Tim Weakley
O.K., so I was wrong; there is
a Prokofieff Sixth Symphony. Despise me!
This week, even I know everything on the program actually
exists, because it's all Beethoven,
and he hasn't been writing anything
new lately; not that we can hear,
anyway. Program: the Egmont Overture, Third Symphony, and the
Violin Concerto. Soloist: Zino Francescatti.
The Third Symphony is known
as the Eroica; I refuse to repeat
the story about its first dedication
to Napoleon and its subsequent
change. Look it up for yourself.
The first performance was not too
auspicious; the orchestra broke
down in the middle and had to start
over. As it came around the second
time, one of the bleacher-fans is
said to have shouted, "I'd give a
kreuzer if they'd stop again." Let's
hope Kurtz has better luck.
The first performance of the Violin Concerto was far from the best,
too. Because of Beethoven's putting things off till the last minute,
the soloist, Franz Clement, had to
play the concerto at sight. Also on
the program was a Sonata by Clement played on one string with the
violin held upside-down. Don't expect this of Francescatti; he is a
dignified artist.
The "Egmont" Overture is another musical abortion; the opera is
seldom if ever performed. As an
example of the utterances of some
musical reviewers, I append-the following description of the first part
of the overture: "The stern command
of iron-willed tyranny and the wails
and plaints of the down-trodden."
Write your own gag.
Several friends, acquaintances,
and out-and-out enemies have asked me why I think I am qualified
to write a column like this one.
Frankly, gentle readers, the only
qualification for this job is willingness to perform it.
A simple listing of the works to
be performed would take up almost
no space, and then the Thresher
would be out looking for news to
print. If you object to my style,
glance over the first few paragraphs
of the column; find the list of opuses (or opera) to be played; look
them up in Spaeth's "Guide to Great
Orchestral Music." You will then
know precisely what I know, but
you won't be privileged to spread
it around as widely as I.
•* '

Moraud To Lecture
At French Colleges
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Professor Marcel Moraud, Chairman of the Department of Romance
Languages at the Rice Institute,
has been invited by several French
universities to deliver lectures and
offer courses on their campuses. In
accepting their invitations, Dr. Moraud stated that he will leave Houston about April 1 and will give a
course of public lectures at the
University of Paris and groups of
lectures at the Universities of Strasbourg and Lyon. The general subject to be covered in these series
will be "Comparative Literature and
History of French and English Literature."
Two years ago Dr. -Moraud was
chosen as a delegate to the International Congress of French Professors in Paris to represent the
Southern States of the Association
*of French Professors in the United
States. Unfortunately he was unable
to accept the appointment at that
time.

Literary societies are multiplying
like rabibts around here. Perhaps
the same idea will be carried over
to other fields.
Try to imagine what it would be
like if we had eight Rally Clubs on
the campus. It would be impossible
to walk around the lounge without
tripping over several clubbers smiling broadly at each other as they
liften their tankards. Of course, the
Rally Clubs would be hard put to
find enough handsome men to go
around. There are only a certain
number of handsome men at Rice,
and most of these are already in
the Rally Club.
What fun football games would
be with eight Rally Clubs to pamper the spectators. With sixteen
ushers at each gate, each incoming
spectator would stand a good chance
of being carried bodily to his seat.
Probably en route he will receive
a free shoe-shine and manicure.
Picture the stands on a Saturday
afternoon.
Walk through the gate and up the
ramp to the students' section. We
reach the top, and immediately four
stout muscular arms sweep us off
our feet, as whisk-brooms fly over
our clothing. Dark glasses are
clapped over our eyes (the sun is
bright), and we are at the entrance,
where we are transferred to the
broad shoulders of the seat-bearers,
who carry us gently down, and deposit us in our seats, over which
another usher is spread face down,
offering his back as a cushion.
The only drawback to this system
is that it must perforce apply only
to girls—all of the boys will be used
up in the membership of the Clubs.
A fellow came into the office just
now and asked me, "What do you
think are Truman's chances for re-

election?" Now, personally, I keep
trying not to think of Truman's
chances. They can't, however, be ignored. They were ignored in 1948,
and look what happened. There are
a lot of things opposed to the probability of reelection, and not too
many to reinforce it.
For one thing, Truman is on the
fense with the coal miner-Taft-Hartley trouble: if he is strict wtih the
coal miners, he loses a lot of labor
support; if he isn't strict he loses
a lot of suport from shivering home- steaders.
Another point which must not
be underestimated is that a lot of
people who supported Roosevelt for
four terms and have since supported
Truman, will not want Truman to
partake of the Three Term Glory reserved for the Great Man. This may
sound silly, but it seems that many
people voted for Truman for even
sillier reasons in the last election.
Most important of all, though, is
the fact that the Republican party
has finally found a voice, about
three years too late for the last
election, and just about in time for
this one.

A probably reliable rumor has
reached me about a ghost student
at the Institute. It seems that Mrs.
Dowden, when trying to ascertain
the telephone number of one of the
women students, could find no trace
of any record for the student, scholastic or otherwise. There was no
record even of the student's application for admission. We must assume that the student wanted to go
to Rice and simply to dispense with
the formalities. And it was working
out fine until she got social-minded,
and took part in the Lit-Society
bidding.

Casting pearls . .
By Bill
Two of the more interesting developments in this month-old session
of the Eighty-First Congress have
been the refusal of the House to
restore the pristine power of the
Rules Committee and the passage of
the Lodge Amendment to reform the
present system of voting for President through the Electoral College.
Under the old House parliamentary regulations, the Rules Committee could kill a bill at will simply
by never bringing it to the floor.
A few Republicans joined forces
with the Southern Democrats to restore this power to the committee
and thereby provide a means for
pigeon-holing jpost of the President's "Fair Deal" program. They
failed. To borrow a phrase from
the "New Yorker", the House refused to restore the time-honored
practice of minority rule.
•

•

•

The Lodge Amendment will undoubtedly be ratified by the required
number of states within a short
time, it being quite in accord with
the current political philosophy of
rule by "King Numbers".
Political antiquarians will-be sorry to see the Electoral College go. It
has provided some of the most int e r e s t i n g knock-down-drag-out
fights in American history, which
is crammed full of just such struggles.
In 1796, an ambiguous voting system elected the leaders of the opposing parties President and VicePresident—as if Gov. Dewey had
been elected Truman's v.p. in 1948.
In 1800, the same system created
a tie between Jefferson and Burr
which it took 86 ballots in the House
of Representatives to break.
After these two mix-ups, the Senate got tired of the quadrennial fire-

Hobby
works and clarified the voting procedure in the Twelfth Amendment
to the Constitution.
In 1876, disputed electorial votes
in the famous Hayes-Tilden election
(which Tilden, who had a clear majority, lost) made one of the messiest scandals in American political
history.
Hayes was not the only "minority
president" elected under the electoral college system. Among the others are Abraham Lincoln and Harry
S. Truman, who received less than
half the votes cast in 1948.
Another lamentable result of the
adoption of the Lodge Amendment
— from the sentimentalists' point
of view, at least—will be the loss
of the electoral individuality of the
states. No longer will electoral colossi such as California and New
York be the determining faetor in
elections, nor will the South exercise
her traditional power in presidential
elections and nominating conventions. •
Our favorite political party: The
Pixiecrats, whose motto is "United
we stand, provided we can."
• • *
A suggested slogan for the Dixiecrats: "If at first you don't secede,
try, try again;"

•

• •

Thomas Jefferson in 1776 listed
as two of the causes which "impel
(the colonies) to separation" the
following:
"He (George III) has erecteod
a multitude of new offices and
sent hither swarms of officers to
harras our people and eat out our
substance.
"He has affected to render the
Military independent of and superiod to the Civil n power."
Any takers?
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Maine's Owen Brewster Blasts Fair Deal Ideology
r

Architects To Sponsor Seminar;
Prominent Speakers Scheduled
The Houston Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects
and the Rice Institute will sponsor
a seminar on the subject of Modular Co-ordination, in the Lecture
Lounge of Fondren Library.
The seminar is scheduled for February 17 and 18, 8:00 p.m. and 2:00
p.m. respectively, and will include
men prominent in this field. Professor James Landrum of the Small
Homes Council of the University
of Illinois, who has been active in
all types of research directed toward
the reduction of cost and the improvement of construction and design in residential work, will speak.
Mr. Gordon Lorimer of the New
York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects will be one of
the guest speakers. The othe<r speakers will be Mr. Leonard Haeger
of the Housing and Homes Finance
Agency in Washington, D. C., and
Mr. W. G. Demarest of Austin, Texas.

Conversation Heard
Two Old Rice Birds
Plan for Houston Comparing Notes
Clean-Up Week
Includes Contest
Saturday in Student Council Walter Murphy, an instructor in Civil
Engineering and a graduate of Rice
Institute, announced the plans of
the Houston Chamber of Commerce,
both Senior and Junior, f o r Houston's part in the nation-wide cleanup week to be in early March. The
top award will be given to the city
considered the most beautiful and
the most improved.
The Junior Chamber will sponsor
a pai'ade to serve as a kickoff to
the rest of the fireworks. For this
parade a MISS HOUSTON BEAUTIFUL will be elected by the citizens
of Houston. The Queen will be elected from 3 nominees each f r o m Rice
the University of Houston, and the
University of St. Thomas.
Their pictures will be in the papers and thus voted upon. The winner will participate in all activities
of the campaign, appear on television, ride in the parade, and other
activities the Chamber of Commerce
might require. The pictures will be
only head and shoulder length.
j
0

In order that the maximum number may take advantage of the seminar on Modular Co-ordination,
fourth and f i f t h vear students of
the University of Houston and Rice
are invited to attend. Mr. Talbot
Wilson, President of the Houston
Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects, in commenting on
the program, stated, "it will be very
Rice alumni will return to the
constructive and highly rewarding.
The Committee hopes t h a t every Institute Friday, April 21 for their
possible member can take advantage annual spring get-together, "Rice
Day." The event will be held in the
of the seminar."
old stadium. George Pierce, Rice
Coincident with the above pro- Day chairman would appreciate any
gram, the annual regional meeting suggestions as to the type of enterof the Association of Collegiate tainment preferred. Would the
Schools of Architecture will be held Alumni prefer to see movies of the
at the Rice Institute. Members of 1950 Cotton Bowl, the 1947 Orange
the Association to be represented Bowl, or the 1937 Cotton Bowl ?
will be the University of Texas, Would they like to see a Softball
Texas A. & M. College, and Texas game played in the stadium between
two of the classes?
Technological College.

Rice Day Festival
To Recur This Year

h

Dr. Shmuel Agmon
To Lecture In Math
By Werner Grunbaum
Rice has a new visiting lecturer
in mathematics. He is Dr. Shumel
Agmon who is a native of Tel Aviv,
Israel. He recently received his
"Doctorat d'etat" f r o m the University of Paris, and plans to teach a t
Rice one or two years.
Dr. Agmon, who thinks t h a t Rice
is "a very nice place," was impressed by the Fondren Library. "The
people here are very hospitable, very
kind, and always helpful," he said.
Dr. Agmon received his master's
degree in mathematics from the Hebrew University in Israel and completed his studies in France before
coming to Rice. During the war he
served as a volunteer in the Jewish
Brigade of the British army for four
years in Cyprus, Italy, and Belgium.
Dr. Agmon is interested in msuic,
swimming, and chess. He was once
the youth chess champion in Israel.
Mrs. Agmon holds a degree from
Columbia and was formerly editor
of an Israli weekly. Dr. Agmon's
f a t h e r , Nathan Bistrizky, is a wellknown Zionist worker and writer. He
has published novels and articles,
and has had many of his plays produced in Israel.
This semester Dr. Agmon will
teach Math. 560 (Infinitely Differen-

t i a t e Functions), a Math 300 section,
and a seminar.
Israel is a new country. Everything there is modern with the exception of the old monuments. Tel
Aviv was founded thirty-five years
ago and today has & population of
300,000. The entire country is being
built up.
Since the Hebrew University's
buildings are still occupied by Abdulla's Arab Legion, its 1,000 students are dispersed in seventeen
buildings all over Jerusalem.
A t the University each student
elects a specific program which is
subject only to very general limitations. Usually only one yearly
examination is given in each subject. A very general examination is
.given a f t e r four or five years' study
before a master's degree is warded. This examination may be taken
whenever a student is ready f o r it
and work may be completed a t the
student's own speed.
At the Hebrew University all subjects including the sciences are
t a u g h t in Hebrew.
A t this time there are three professors from Israel, in addition to
Dr. Agmon, who are teaching in
the United States.

By Spara

o
"Gee, have I got problems,
Marsh," I signhed settling on the
great man's shoulder and preparing
to roost.
"How can you have problems,
Spara? Now if you were cased in
a steel statue which was getting too
tight—"
I interrupted. Please understand
I know it's hard to sit cooped up
for years with the only entertainment you have the annual guard
before the A&M game, but I had
problems bigger than the hot air
causing his discomfort.
"Seems like life jes ain't worth living."
"Drop that foul accent, Spara, if
you can't talk sense a t least you can
talk English."
"As I was saying, Marsh, life
isn't what it used to be. It's that
old business of building nests in
specific trees again."
William Marsh grunted. "My dear
Spara, if you're going to prattle,
please remove your tail feathers
from under my chin and take a short
flight while I settle my foundations."
I circled his head, collecting ideas
floating in the air while the statue
rocked his foundation. ,
"I suppose I'll have to listen," he
groaned as I lit on his shoulder
tucking my tailfeathers behind his
ear.
"Remember about three years ago,
Marsh, when the LIT tree sparrows
were so shocked by a group forming
a new communal tree? For years
only three trees had been used communally and those by invitation only."
The statue groaned. "Remember!
It was sitting on my shoulders the
group decided. They'd been nesting
in my hair—seems the squirrels
couldn't get them here. Spara, LIT
trees are just one of the ills of time.
Is that all you have to say? If so,
leave for I'm expecting an idea."
"No, Marsh—listen. Now they've
decided to let all the sparrows build
communal houses, so every bird can
be in a LIT tree."
"The end of the earth, society has
ended, moral doom awaits everyone!" chortled the statue looking
blankly a t Lovett Hall.
"Marsh, stop being the superior
male—so you are a statue. This upsets the birds."
"Spara, so there are more LIT
trees—so what. Now more birds live
in communal trees, now they won't
nest in my hair, such messy birds,
sparrows, Spara."
"You don't understand, Marsh,"
I chirped, pecking his nose.
"Go away, Spara, you bore me—
you and your insufferable social
conscience. Stop flapping your wings
in my face, light and realize-that
four LIT trees made an aristocracy,
while unlimited LIT trees m a k e
equalocracy and put you sparrows
right where you belong."
The Rice branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers will hold an important
meeting Tuesday night, 7:30, AL
110. J. E. Montgomery of the
A. M. Lockett Co. will speak and
present the color film "Steam
for Power." Everyone interested
is invited to attend.

Republican Tells Houstonians Maine and Texas
Face Same Basic Problem; to Be Fought Together
By Finis Cowan
Monday night a burly, bald, sincere man from Maine with
a Yankee gravity and twang ventured into the depths of the
solid South, to tell Houstonians that Maine and Texas face
the same basic problems and should met that problem in the
same way. Before a crowd of over 500, assembled at the
Houston Club for a Lincoln
p
i
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, Day dinner sponsored by the
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Republican W o m a n ' s Club,

Senator Owen Brewster of Maine
agreed, with less f r a n k n e s s but with
more effect, with his introducer,
bulldog-like oilman, Jack Porter,
that we should "throw t h a t bunch
of Socialists out of Washington."
The Senator selected a t a r g e t
Many Rice students are now engaged in writing letters to their which consisted of the entire Demoadministration,
ideology,
Congressmen and Senators, telling cratic
personell
and saturated
his t a r and
get
xv
a
why they are or are not in favor of
'ith
bail of epithets and phrases
., •
, , ,,, tt
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•
the power of which one was forced
the proposals of the Hoover Commis- to admire in spite of himself.
From general ideology and record,
sion. Although entries must be postmarked no later than midnight, Feb- Brewster passed on to t a x policy, laruary 28, some students may be in- bor policy, and saved some of his
terested in entering the contest at more severe remarks for his assault
of the foreign policy.
this late date.
The tall, dour New Englander
To enter, write a letter of 500 launched his offensive by noting
words or less to either Texas sen- that an unprecedented stirring was
ator or to any Texas congressman, agitating the minds of the Amergiving your views on the Hoover ' c a n people and that that stirring
was aroused by a capital "infested
Report recommendations. A f t e r
with ideologies of a various quality
mailing this, send a copy of the at this time," and by the "increasing
letter to the Contest Editor, Dept. chaos and confusion and prevalent
corruption."
H-l, The Houston Post.
He recalled the lean years of the
The copy to the Post should be
Republican party when Vermont and
typed or written in longhand on
Maine alone stood in pristine splenone side of the page, 8Va by 11 pa- dor—only they remaining unsullied
per, and should be in cori-ect bus- by the pollution of the Democratic
iness form. A title page, giving the ravisher. He recalled a remark of
writer's name, address, college, a friend of his who assux-ed him
that Maine and Vermont weren't
class, and age should be included.
going to be given to Canada, rather
The prizes will be awarded to the rest of the country was going
entrants in three classes: high school to keep them for seed. "That seed
students, college
students, and has grown well," he said, "And will
adults. Winners in each class will continue to grow and flourish in
be awarded six prizes; first place, soil fertilized by the mouthings of
a $250 Savings Bond; second place, those in Washington who do not una $100 bond; third, a $50 bond; and derstand what America is all about."
a $25 bond f o r the fourth, f i f t h ,
The Senator's heaviest artillery
and sixth plac winners. The high was levelled against the taxation
school and college submitting the and spending record of the present
most entries will be awarded spe- administration. A f t e r taking a percial prizes.
functory pot-shot at the President's
proposal to abolish the tax-depleAs an aid to the contest entrants,
tion system which the oil industry
the Post has printed a pamphlet
of Texas claims is indispensible to
containing 19 articles on the Hoover
f u r t h e r exploration aid discovery, he
report.
moved on to point out that the
These articles, printed in the Post President has pent more money than
last summer, are by H. Mewhinney, all the rest of the presidents put toand are written in his usual clear, gether, plus the first eight years of
concise style. To obtain a copy, ask President Roosevelt's administraat the downtown office of the Post, tion. He added, "President Roosevelt wasn't exactly a piker either."
1104 Capitol.
He quoted Mr. Roosevelt in his cam0
paign of 1932 against Herbert Hoover when the future president said,
"Taxes are paid in the sweat of
every man that, labors."
Advancing to tax policy, he showed how the Republican 80th ConDr. Albert B. Shirkey of St. Paul's gress had been the only one in
Methodist Church will speak to the eighteen years to operate the govMSF at noon Friday, Feb. 17, in ernment on a balanced budget. He
the F.L. Exam Room. A f t e r grad- analyzed the Republican tax legisuating from Union Theological Sem- lation which, he said, gave 60% of
inary, Dr. Shirkey received an hon- its relief to families with incomes
orable Doctor of Divinity degree of under 5,000 per year; whereas,
from m Trinity University,'"San An- the tax relief bill which President
tonio, Texas.
Truman eventually signed gave relief primarily to the 400 richest corBesides St. Paul's Methodist
porations in the United States.
Church, Dr. Shirkey has served at
In regard to labor legislation, Senthe
Francis Asbury Methodist
ator Brewster pointed out that the
Church, Washington D.C., and TraPresident had been forced to use
vis Park Methodist, San Antonio.
the much-abused and much-used,
Dr. E. Stanley Jones, in his book,
scrape-goat, the T j # - H a r t l e y Act
"Abundant Living," r e f e r s to Dr.
no less than seven times in settling
Shirkey in the following words:
disputes which would have been in"One of the outstanding ministers
soluble !>ut for this so-called "slaveof this country is Rev. Albert P.
labor" bill.
Shirkey. . . A radiant soul and contagious."
(Continued on P a g e 4)

To Continue W riting
Letters to Cong ress

Dr. Shirkey to T'alk
To MSF At Noon
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Senator Flays Administration Rice Coaches Look
Over Team In Early
Taxing, Spending Policies
Football Training
(Continued from Page 3)

He went back a few years in history to the railroad dispute in which
Truman had asked Congress f o r a
law drafting strikers into the army
if they refused to work. Senator
Brewster was merciless in his denunciation of an action which could
have es^blished a precedent which
could have led our government to
unknown excess. A f t e r pointing out
that one man had the courage to
stand against the panic demanding
this bill and that this man's name
was Taft, the Senator paused while
the audience applauded enthusiastically.
If any of the audience had entertained the idea that the United
States was still doing business under
a bi-partisan foreign policy, he
would have left Senator Brewster's
speech much better informed about
thp matter. "The gentlemen in
Washington talk of peace and rearm Arabs to make war on Palestine. This is one of the most indefensible policy changes that any
government anywhere has ever
made." He continued to score the
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"betrayal" of Chiang and to accuse
the administration of following the
suggested policies of Henry Wallace
who suggested that the Chinese
"agrarians" be allowed to conquer
Chiang. "These," he said, "are the
agrarians whose leader has spent
the last few weeks in Moscow."
Again going back in history, Senator Brewster reminded the audience
that in both cases Democratic administrations were in control. He
said that certainly the Democrats
could not be blamed for the wars
and that the Republican Party
would not necessarily have done any
better; but, he said, "Certainly they
couldn't have done any worse." His
final word in regard to foreign policy was that there was a vital need
for an administration which would
be able to "distinguish between a
red herring and a red agent."
Senator Brewster pointed out
that one of the major purposes of
any meeting of the kind which he
addressed was to consider ways and
means of gaining converts. He pointed out that 500 listeners that 12 disciples had done a pretty good job
200 years ago, and 500 Texans are
capable of converting 5,000,000 people in a few months.
.0
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Modern Dance: Tues.—11 a.m.; Wed.
11 a.m.
Fencing: Tues.—2 p.m.; Friday—10
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Golf: Monday—11 a.m.; Thursday—
11 a.m.; 4 p.m.; Friday—11 a.m.
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Swimming: Monday—2:30-4 p.m.
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—3 p.m.
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For the past two weeks the Rice
coaching staff has been in the midst
of preparing another edition of the
Big Blue team ready for battle, and
from all appearances on paper they
will have a real tussle on their hands
if they are to come up with a squad
in any proportion equal to the team
seen here last year and in years
recently gone by. With a score of
Seniors gone from last year's champions and things looking generally
pretty black the hopefuls were dealt
another bad blow when probable
first string ends Bill Howton and
Sonny McCurry along with hardhitting fullback Mike Michon left
school "under scholastic difficulties."
McCurry played a very fine game in
the Cotton Bown and Michon had
been gaining very favorable press
releases from local papers while
playing for the ineligibles.
Johnny Lipscomb, a 210 pound
guard from Milby who looked very
good on defense early in the season
was forced to leave school. Joe McPhail, another hefty at 220, who
came along f a s t at the end of the
season probably will be seen in action next year, his last.
The Owls will have the benefit of
one of the strongest backfields in
the Southwest with Vernon Glass at
quarterback directing Sonny Wyatt,
George Glauser, and Billy Burkhalter across the back of the T. Harmon "Loose" Carswell will spell
Glass and Gene Silver is also working at the man-under slot.
Additional help for the runners
comes from Immanuel Braden—ineligible last year, but a lad who
was a strong runner at left half
and full in '48, and Jimmy McNeil,
a 170 pounder from Pasadena.
Backing up the line a t present
are Lee Stonestreet and Jack Day,
squadman from Galena Park. They
have the big shoes of Weatherly and
Watson to fill. Pressing them is
Weldon Westerfer from the Blue
Bolts.
Starting guards, if picked at the
present, would probably be McPhail,
and 195-pound Ike Neumann. At the
tackle slots Paul Giroski at 240 and
Bob Winship a t 230 give the Owls
plenty of heft. Both lads were starting defensive men last year. Also
returning is Glenn Walls a 210pound starter on the offense. The
ends looking best are F r a n k Allen
and Al Boughton.
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FIRST CLASS DRESSMAKING — TAILORING
DESIGNING — BRIDAL AND FORMAL GOWNS
— All Alterations —
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Not Defending Miscreants
With so much comment circulating about the unfortunate
departure of several promising young athletes because of "cheating" one thought cannot help but come to the mind of anyone
associated with collegiate sports. Said though, it goes without
saying, is—"How can anything better be expected from impressionable youngsters who are in daily contact with the
hypocrisy of the Insanity Code of the NCAA?"
We of the Thresher Sports Department will make no defense in any
way whatsoever for the students' betrayal of the trust given them by
other students and the faculty. But it isn't hard to see some cynic repeating the above question and adding—"They were just beginning to practice
something not a lot worse, if at all, than 'is condoned, yea even taken in
a laughing, vulgar manner by the 'saints' who direct the football fortunes
of the nation."

Cagers in Cellar
Another subject of concern to students of this institution is the
unfamiliar position of the school's basketball team. For a school that
yearly puts a contender if not a champiotv in the conference race, the
cellar is a dark place very rarely visited. But now it appears that permanent residence has been taken on this undesirable spot by the Blue
and Gray, at least for a year.

Weak iii Fundamentals
There are certain factors that appear over and over In a winning
team, so that one could assume that a team possessing them will be
a winner. The next questions in this series are, "How many of the factors
does this year's Rice team have?" and "Is the cage situation as bad
as it looks at first glance?"

Play in Pivot Slot
Since the play revolves around the pivot-man in this sport, first,
does Rice have capable play in this position? In as much as the current
pivot man is now leading Southwestern cagers in scoring one could be
led to believe that, even with a lack of height, this position is in good
enough hands. But, unfortunately, on several occasions it has appeared
that the guards have had trouble in getting the ball into the slot, and to
make matters worse, it had seemed that the pivot man has, at times,
had trouble in controlling the passes.* Maybe there was sweat in his
eyes or could be the opposing center was guarding too closely. At any
rate it appears that this is one of the factors leading to the downfall
of the team.
Two other disturbing factors have been the looseness of passing downcourt and the fact that the squad "folded" a f t e r some tough decisions.
The passing is a fundamental a f f a i r and should (and probably will) be
corrected at first chance. The TCU game in Fort Worth is an example
of "folding." A team which was defeated by 20 points in Houston turning
the tables by more than the same margin is a strange occurrence in view
of the closeness of all other games. What was the thing that caused the
team to "fall" more than 40 points in efficiency? Could it be that the
closeness of the defeats to other teams took the "starch" out of the Owls?
Much has been about the youth of the other teams in the race, leaving
one with the impression that the Owls have a veteran team. Only Capt.
Switzer and Joe McDermott have had any experience to speak of—
excluding vet Tom Hudgens who has been injured. The other three f i r s t
string positions, as well as the first line reserves, are in the hands of
players with little or no varsity experience. When that is taken into
consideration things have been answered to some extent.
Th percentage of field goals made by the cagers has been extremely
high, which makes the losses even more baffling. The old bug-a-boo of
lack of height when it comes-to controlling shots off the backboard could
be one of the factors in the Owls' "looking bad," since they have been
forced to make their shots on first try because of the absence of followups. Their measure of success in doing this has been so good that some
might consider this season a success of the first class.
Like the Aggies we could leave the warning of wait till next year
—which we will do—seeing that several good prospects are coming up
from the frosh to go with the returnees.
In closing: It is no shame to be defeated—except when you are
defeated by yourselves^ and not the other team.
,
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Cagers Drop Two CoiforoRoe Tilts;
Lose To TCU 64-36; SMU, 5546
Rice made a rather disastrous trip
into north Texas this past week
end, dropping two Conference battles, to TCU, 64-86, and SMU, 5548. The Homed Frog battle, played
over the ice of Will Roger's Coliseum, was never much of a game,
the Owls trailing 89-14 at half.
Joe McDermott managed to hit 11
of his team's tallies, but the rest
of the team was sadly off. Captain
Warren Switzer didn't get into the
scoring at all.
Monday night it looked like it
might be a different story. The Ponies jumped to a 9-5 lead, stretched
it to 16-11, but the Owls pulled up
at half, 25-23. The second half
started with SMU employing a deliberate style of play, which almost
didn't pay off. Gerhardt's lay-up
gave the Owls a 26-26 tie early in
the second half, and a few minutes
later Joe McDermott hit one of his
few. successful pivot shots to close
it up, 30-34. The Mustangs then
ran away with the game. J. D. White
fouled out, then buckets by Salmon,
Mitchell, and Brown, with two free
tosses by Brown put the Ponies out
in front 44-30.
Rice rallied briefly, to pull up
44-35, but Salmon hit six quick
points, and Lutz's final bucket sewed

Increased Interest
In Women's Sports
Due With Spring.

up the game at 52-86, with five minutes to go. The Owls rallied against
a Pony mixture of first and second
stringers, but the lead was a little
too big.
Switzer found the range again,
putting in 14 points. McDermott got
11, and Gerhardt got 9 before fouling out with about four minutes to
play. The recuperating Charley Lutz
hit 14 for the Ponies, Salmon got
13, and Mitchell 9.
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Honor Council Girls Interested in Membership to Give
On December 8, the Honor Council conducted a hearing upon an
accusation brought against a student for cheating on an hour examination. In view of the failure of
the accused to attend his hearing
his suspension of school was recommended to the Dean. The Constitution of the Honor System provides that any student failing o
atend his hearing shall be recommended for suspension.

The Mustangs, as a result of the
win, move into a half-game lead,
with Arkansas, Texas ( and Baylor CBS NITWORK
in the way. Arkansas and T.C.U.,
both only a half-game out, with
Baylor and Texas A&M all rate as
contenders, even with only a week
of play left.
Unofficially, as of Tuesday, Tom
Hamilton of Texas leads the Conference scoring with 141 points in
8 games, with Rice's McDermott
running second with 118 in the same
number of games.

740
ON YOUR
DIAL

Preference at Office of Women's Adviser
(Continued from Page 1)
Letters explaining the plan have
been sent by the Literary Council
to all eligible women students.
Four groups of girls have been
selected by the Advisory Committee
as temporary chairmen of the new
societies. These groups will serve as
temporary steering committees in
the organization of the new societies.
The girls selected are as follows:
Shirley Arnold
Nancy Brannan
Neysia Cummings
Jean Upshaw
Each girl who desires to become

a member of one of the new groups
may go to the Adviser to Women's
office between the hours of 8:00
and 11:45 a.m., February 17-28 to
indicate a choice of the society to
which she would like to belong.
The first meetings of the new
groups will take place in Dr. Houston's former office on the fourth
floor of Lovett Hall, during the week
of February 17-March 4. It is
thought that by working out the
organizational procedures t h i s
spring that the new and the old
societies will be ready to pledge
members at the same time next
year.
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MANUEL'S
SHOE SHOP
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
While You Wait Service
6132 VILLAGE PARKWAY
Across from New
Butler-Grimes Bldg.

/

The next three months, weather
permitting, shauld see the most active participation of any year for
the women of the Rice campus,
ahead of us lie the remainder of a
heated basketball tournament, softball intramurals, tennis, badminton,
golf, and ping-pong intramurals.
This should indeed offer a bit of
everything for all girls who wish
to benefit by participating in the
various activities.
Along with a rather interesting
night program of fencing and square
dancing, as well as intramural activities-—certain scheduled times
have set up as instructional periods
for .girls wishing to get assistance
or participation in a certain activity. The square dancing will initiate
in a night class on Thursday, February 16. The class will meet every
Thursday thereafter at the field
house from 7-9. All students are invited to join the class by calling the
Physical Education Office by Tuesday.
Girls are welcome at all times at
Field House, the fields, tennis courts,
and all facilities available; however,
these instructional periods are an
addition to that girls may become
more proficient in any activity.

The
D IR T Y
SHAME
TAP ON THE HOUSE
AT THE SOUND
OF THE

ALARM
Kirby Drive at Bissonnet
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COLISEUM
FRIDAY. FEB. 24

WITH SMOKERS WHO K X O W . . . l T * S

Tickets now on sale at,
Bond's and Oshman's
Sporting Goods Store.
STUDENTS: RESERVED]
SEATS— $1.00 (tax incl.)

A Complete Optical Service
Across the Street from Rice
Convenient and Reliable Service on All Glass Repairs,
Latest Style Frames and Glasses to Your Prescription
Rice Students and Faculty Are Welcomed to Our Free
Adjustment Service and to Visit the South's Finest
Optical Dispensing House.
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211 Herman Professional Building

Yes, Camels are SO MILD thai in a coastto-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels — and only Camels — for
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists,
making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!
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Promising Track Season In Sight;
Coach Branson's Plans Upset
Coach Emmett Branson has form*
ed a very promising young track
squad at the Institute of some 21
members around captain Tom Cox.
While the Texas Aggies and Texas
U. hold their usual positions as favorites in the coming Southwestern
track meets, Rice is relegated to a
role of one of the teams that will
have to fight for third along with
Arkansas and Baylor. However, the
Owls are beginning an upswing and
could easily surprise many of the
prognosticators.

Donaldson—perennial champ in the
discus here during the war.

Pat Moore is the only prospective
pole vaulter—also up from the
Frosh. Hurdlers hoping to carry on
in the shoes of such men as Wolcott
and Augie Erfurth are Vincent, Buddy Gregory, and McGrew. McGrew,
while at Lamar, held for some time
the city record in the 120 high hurdles. Jack Hudgens and Soph Bill
Graf add strength in the middle distances while a sprint man will be
One of the main hindrances of Teddy Riggs.
the Blue thinly-clads in the past
The only Seniors in this squad
was a lack of numerical strength.
While the quality of the few has are Watson, Hoff, McGrew, and
been of the very best, the Owls Rote.
just haven't been able to swing in
The freshmen are expected to
enough second and third places to
come through with another fine
win the conference as have the Longteam again this year with the aid of
horns and Aggies, by flooding the
two fine sprinters—Allen Dunkerly
field with a number of good men
Jr. and Billy Ed Daniels.
have been able to get consistently
in the winner's circle. The Institute
The first meet will be the Border
has been forced to fight for third Olympics at Laredo March 10, A"
and fourth.
11. Brunson expects to do his first
timing along at the end of this
Probably no other school in this week or the first of next week,
section of the country has been so weather permitting.
noted for its individual stars with
names like Brunson, Paddock, and
Wolcott being revered the sports
world over in the past two decades
—along with such stars of the past
ten years as Erfurth, Donaldson,
Walmsley, and McGrew.

T H R E S H E R

Will, 6 0 - 5 9
Wednesday night at the Public
School Field House Baylor's Bears
edged the Owls 60-59 in one of the
fightenest games yet. Odell Preston
with 17 points and Don Heathington
with 16 led the Bruins, while J. D.
White returned to early season form
with 18 points. Jim Gerhardt hit
____________________
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(Continued from Page 1)
ning, there will be a floor show in
which Anne Blyth will sing and Pat
O'Brien will participate.
There will be booths and concessions outside the Coliseum, among
them, a beer garden. The festivities
begin at 8 and end at 1. Admission
is $1.
It's open season. The Girl's
Club will have its annual pay
dance, "Open Season" Saturday,
February 25, at Blossom Heath,
9-1. Price of admission is $1.50,
couple or stag. While this informal dance is vice-versa, boys
are welcome to invite girls or
to come stag.

for 12 before he left with five minutes to go. The Owls had used only
five men until Grawunder replaced
Big Jim. Joe McDermott shot for
11; Charlie Tighe had a great night
with 16; Warren Switzer wound up
the scoring with 8. Although held
to 8 points, Switzer had a fine night
defensively, stealing the ball several times and looking good on rebounds as well.

Fouled on the attempt, he had two
shots and possession of the' ball.
Needing to hit for both and get a
field goal as wel to put the contest
into overtime, the game little speedster failed to sink his second shot
and Joe McDermott's tip-in after
trailing the ball out left the Owls
a single point shy with about five
seconds to go.

0
Again, passing hurt the Blue team
as several passes were thrown that
would have done Tobin Rote justice
for distance. Unfortunately, most of
the time when the ball was heaved
for a distance the intended received
was covered as though he were
playing football against Riley and
Kelly.
The Owls stayed within five or
six points for the first half. Then
the Bears pulled slowly away until
they led by as much as 52-40. They
made the almost fatal mistake of
trying to stall with about eight minutes to go. The Owls pulled up to
within 58-53 with 4 minutes to go
and then when the two minute rule
came into effect the Bears were
given several foul shots, making Canter is curable if discovered eerly and treated properly
good on two. At 60-56 Charlie Tighe
stole the ball and broke for a crip. AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, INC.
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However, it has been an exceedingly long time since the Owls as
a team have won the title. Coach
Brunson, in an attempt to bolster
the Owls in this spring sport has
come through with some exceedingly fine frosh squads in the past two
or three years. This year could
easily be the beginning of a year
in which the Owls will have to be
reckoned with as title contenders.
A hitch developed in Coach Branson's plans only here in the very
recent past as two fine middle distance men—Doyle McArthur of Milby and John Trevathan, hurdler Bill
Howton, and an exceptionally fine
pole-vaulter, Mike Michon, were
forced to leave school. Michon's loss
will hurt a great deal since the Owls
have usually been weak in the polevaulting department.
The Owls have their fine mile relay squad returning, which is most
noted for the fastest time in the
country at Los Angeles last summer
as the foursome of Cox, Brown, Hoff
and Byrd ran ahead of the champ
Aggie team and a good Stanford
squad in the time of 3:13.3.
In the conference meet Cox was
second to Art Harnden in the 440,
as well as running on the relay
team. Rice winners were Vern Mc(irew in the high jump, Tobe Rote
in the javelin, and Otha Byrd in
the 880. Jim Hoff garnered a second in the 880, Red Brown was
fourth in the 100 and Jim Gerhardt
was a point winner with a fourth
in the broad jump.
To add to this squad is Drexel
Vincent, a Baytown sprinter and
low hurdler, a surprise entry in the
880 in 1946 who came through to
win the event, even in the presence
of some fine regular distance men.
Vincent is a junior student who has
i-eturned after an absence of some
three years.
As well as the above-mentioned,
Brunson has for his distance corps
—A1 Boughton, with Charles Coleman, Jim Youngblood, and Richard
Thorpe all up from the Frosh. In
the field events Joe McPhail, Joe
Watson, and Ralph Grawunder are
candidates, along with George Donaldson another freshman team grad.
Donaldson is the brother of John

and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette

BING CROSBY
Famous Gonzaga alumnus, says:
"Smoke M Y cigarette.
MILDER Chesterfields."
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S T A R R I N G IN

"RIDING HIGH'1
A FRANK CAPRA P R O D U C T I O N
RELEASED THROUGH
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
GONZAGA UNIV,
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Hear CHESTERFIELD'S
Great New BING CROSBY
SHOW Every Wednesday
over the entire CBS Network—9:30 P.M. E.S.T.—
8.30 P.M. C.S.T.—7i30 P.M.
M.S.T.—6.30 P.M. P.S.T.
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